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David Hoffman
Northern Cheyenne Wolf Scout

Poste Militaire 90mm, sculpted by Julian Hullis

A classic figure by Julian Hullis that I had wanted to do 
for a very long time.  A lot of fun to paint and 
research, the casting and fit was impeccable.  Painted 
in oils, used Winsor Newton Flake White for the face 
and body, thought this gave a good representation of 
the chalk that was used while the Black and Red was 
War Paint. 

Hullis based this on a Bama painting which I studied 
as I worked on it.



David Hoffman
Work In Progress

Mamluk, c1400

Poste Militaire 90mm, sculpted by Julian Hullis

Another classic figure by Julian Hullis from my 
“Grey Army”that I had wanted to do for a very 
long time.  This has a great pose and 
frequently seen at figure shows.



Mike Thomas ADC to Soult; Carabiniers, old to new uniforms; Cuirassier, 10th

Regiment



Mike Thomas Horse Grenadier, Imperial Guard; Ploish Lancer, Imperial 
Guard; Officer, 3rd Hussars



Michael Pierce

From left to right: fleeing slave, pursuing 

confederate, slave morphing into United 

States Clored Troops and finally a fully realized 

soldier now pursuing.



Robert Huettner
Working on Pegresso’s “St George”… stock, all acrylics.  Not actually ST. George since 

ST George was a Roman soldier.  That said, the detailing and engraving on this figure is 

outstanding and very subtle. Used a combination of washes, staining and dry brushing 

to get details to pop.  Weathering done with washes and pigments.



Robert Huettner



Michael Brasseur Hoplite bust

Bust of 70mm edited by Jupiter Miniatura, engraved 

by Andreas Trost.

It is an attempt to paint gold and metal by MNM, 

non-metallic painting with oil.

Dragoons with musketeer and arquebusier on 

horseback (1618-1648)

Flat of 30mm, edited by Wolfgang Bock GO 1805, 

from the serie dedicated to the Thirty Years Wars. 



Michael Brasseur
Asterix the Galler
Another private engraving and casting offered for painting and 
private collection. 1-37/64” total height. Represents the figures 
of the cover of the first French comic book series Asterix in 
1959.  

Tartar Warrior of the 13th Century
Edited by Goldberg  GO 1343, 30mm flat oil painted, and black 
& white conversion of the picture to highlight the volume



Rick Sanders
Teutonic Knights and 
Poles from the "Death 
of the Grand Master" 
(TAM) Series. 30mm 
flats edited by 
Schmalkalder
Zinnfiguren, engraved 
by Wolfgang Friedrich

Polish banner of the city of Kalisz carried 
by knight with blazon of Oksa (an axe). 
30mm flat edited by Schmalkalder
Zinnfiguren, engraved by Wolfgang 
Friedrich, figure from the "Death of the 
Grand Master" series.



Rick Sanders

Lithuanian horseman, 30mm flat engraved and edited by 
Wolfgang Friedrich

Polish banner of the city of Kalisz carried by 
knight with blazon of Oksa (an axe)
30mm flat edited by Schmalkalder Zinnfiguren, 
engraved by Wolfgang Friedrich, figure from the 
"Death of the Grand Master" series.



Rick Sanders:  "The Rüetli Oath" (Rüetli Schwur) of 1291, 
founding of the Swiss Confederation by Uri, 
Schwyz & Unterwalden, at Rüetli.  28mm 
flat by Ernst Heinrichsen, mold engraved in 
1909.

1410 Teutonic Knight by Wolfgang Friedrich.



Rick Sanders
Austrian pikeman defending Vienna against 
the Turks" 1683, a 28mm flat by 
Heinrichsen, mold engraved in 1896.

Figure with red & white banner:  1410 Banner of the Grand 
Commander (Großkomtur) of the Teutonic Order.  The flag was 
captured by the Poles at the Battle of Tannenberg/Grunwald.  
30mm flat by Werner Kästner.



Jim Richey
Ars Mythologic's Roman Aquilifer. 
75mm,  all acrylics. 



Brian Ford

Before

After

Before

75 mm Pegaso French Infantry in Egypt and a 54 
mm Lasset Mounted Celt.
Both painted in oils



Jack Thompson

This figure was built from a 26-piece 1:16 
scale plastic kit in the “Guard” series 
from a Ukrainian (I think) outfit called 
ICM. (www.icm.com.ua) Each piece was 
flash-free, crisply detailed and very 
accurate. It depicts a U.S. Marine 
corporal (E-4) on his second enlistment 
as an embassy guard with his M-1 
Garand rifle at “Parade Rest”. It was 
painted almost entirely with Vallejo 
acrylics.



Dick Perry



Nick Strocchia

Nick’s Gundam Sniper GM 
project, demonstrating many of  
the same techniques that more 
“traditional” figure modelers use.



NCMSS Washington 
Show

Save the date, September 25. Same 
venue as last live show at the 
Springfield Hilton. 


